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CONNECTIVITY AND CYCLES 11\ GRAPHS

R. J. Faudree

Department of Mathematical Sciences

University of Memphis

Memphis, TN 38152

INTRODUCTION

Connectivity paired with other graphical properties, such as minimal degree, maximal degree, neighborhood

conditions, and forbidden subgraphs, have been explored extensively in terms of implying cycles in graphs.

However, appropriate connectivity alone implies the existence of specified paths and cycles in graphs. It
is well known that any 2-connected graph G of order at least 3 has a cycle. In fact by the classical result

of Menger [68], any pair of distinct vertices of G lie on a common cycle. Using Menger,s Theorem, Dirac

generalized this in [24].

Theorem 1.1 (Dirac l24l) If G i,s ak-connected, graphwi,thk>2 and, ord,ern)2, then any set of k

uert'ices lie on a common cycle.

This result is also sharp. If. HtU f12 denotes the graph obtained from vertex disjoint copies of I11 and

H2 and Hr* Hz is obtained from f/r U H2by adding all edges between the two graphs I/1 and H2, then in

the k-connected graph G : Kx * (R *+rU Kn-zk-r) there is no cycle that contains the k + 1 independent

vertices in the "Rk+l" part of G. Watkins and Mesner in [S1] characterized the k-connected graphs that

have k * 1 vertices that do not lie on a common cycle. They are those with a cutset of k vertices whose

removal results in a graph with strictly more than /c-components. The graph G just described is one

example of this class of exceptions for k * 1 vertices.

A natural question that arises: Can the k vertices be replaced by k edges? Clearly the k edges would

have to induce a graph that is the vertex disjoint union of paths, which we will call a path system, for

otherwise it could not be a subgraph of a cycle. It is easy to verify that any pair of edges in a 2-connected

graph are on a common cycle. However this cannot be extended to the 3-connected case. This occurs



because 3 edges that form an edge cut in a graph, even if they induce a path system, cannot be on a

common cycle. This led to the following conjecture of Lov6sz in [63].

Conjecturel.l(Lovrisz[63])IfGi,sak-connectedgraphwithk)2andSisasetofkedgesthat

forrn a path system, then there 'is a cycle that contains the edges of S, unless k i,s odd and the set S r,s an

edge cut of G.

There is support for this conjecture. The case k : 3 was proved by Lovdsz in [6a]. The case k : 4 was

verified by P. L. Erdos and Gyciri in [28], and Sanders verified the case k : 5 in [75]. The cases k : 6,7

was proved by Kawarabayashi by using the following result proved in [56]

Theorem 1.2 (Kawarabayashi [56]) #G is ak-connected, graphwi,thk>2 and S,is a set of k edges

that form a path system, then there 'is one or two cycles that conta'in the edges of S, unless k i,s odd and

the set S is an edge cut of G.

The following result of Hziggkvist and Thomassen [37] lends additional strong support to Conjecture

1.1 and confirms the slightly weaker conjecture proposed by Woodall in [83].

Theorem 1.3 (Hiiggkvist and Thomassen [37]) ryG i,s ak-connected graphwi,thk>2 and S is a

set of k - 1 edges that form a path system, then there 'is a cycle that conta'ins the edqes o.f S.

A proof of Conjecture 1.1 is not yet in print, but it has been verified by Kawarabayashi with the first

part of the lengthy proof to appear in [57].

Clearly from the previous results, higher connectivity will imply longer cycles, and the nature of this

relationship has been addressed. in [23] Dirac gave a lorver bound on the length of the cycle in terms of

the minimum degree.

Theorem 1.4 (Dirac l23l) If G 'is a2-connected graph of order n and mi,nimum degree 6, then G conta'ins

a cycle of length at least min{2d,n}.

An immediate consequence of this is that if k I nf 2, then any k-connected graph G of order n will

have a cycle of length at least 2k, and G will be hamiltonian if k > n12. Also, this result is sharp, since for

n,) 2lc, the k-connected graph G: Kn-lRr-n does not contain a cycle of length longer than 2k. Egawa

et.al. in l27l gave a common generalization of Theorem 1.1 and Theorern 1.4 of Dirac.

Theorem 1.5 (Egawa, Glas, Locke l27l) If G i,s a k-connected, graph with k ) 2, min'imum d,egree 6,

and of order n, then for any set of k uertices there'is a cycle of length at least min{n,26} that conta'ins the

k uertices.



The relationship between connectivity and cycles and paths in graphs is much richer than the classical

and basic results that have been mentioned. Some of the richness of this relationship will be explored in

the sections that follow.

CYCLES IN CLAW.FREE GRAPHS

In general, k-connectivity does not imply the existence of cycles longer than 2k, but for special classes of

graphs, such as claw-free graphs, mrrch stronger statements can be make. A graph is claw-free if it does not

contain an induced copy of the graph K1,3, which is called a claw. The class of claw-free graphs has been

extensively studied with a wide range of motivations. Considerable activity resulted from the following

conjecture in a paper by Matthews and Sumner in [66].

Conjecture 2.1 (Matthews and Sumner [66]) Euery 4-connected, claw-tree graph i,s hami,ltoni,an.

This conjecture is related to a classical conjecture of Chvrital concerning general graphs and the concept

of toughness. Toughness is a concept designed to measure the resistance of a graph to be torn into

components with the deletion of vertices, and is formally defined as follows.

Definition 2.1 (Chvr{tal [2f]) The toughness r(G) of a graph G i,s the mini,mum of the rati,o lSlla(G -
S), where S i,s a cut set o! uerti,ces of G and,n(G - S) is the number of components of the graph G - S.

Clearly any hamiltonian graph is 1-tough, since the deletion of rn vertices will always leave a graph

with at most rn components. However, 1-tough is not srrffisisnl to imply a graph is hamiltonian. For

example, the Petersen graph is 3/2-tough, but it is not hamiltonian. This lead to the question of whether

r(G) >312is sufficient to imply hamiltonian. In [21] Chvr{,tal conjectured that there exists a t6 such that

any ts-tough graph is hamiltonian. In 1985 Enomoto, Jackson, Katerinis, and Saito in [26] showed that t6

would have to be at Ieast 2 to imply hamiltonicity. This led to the following conjecture, which is generally

attributed to Chvrital and the paper [21], but it was not expiicitly stated there.

Conjecture 2.2 Euery 2-tough graph i,s hami,ltoni,an.

Conjecture 2.2 is related to Conjecture 2.1. of. Matthews and Summner, since there is a relationship

between connectivity K(G) of a graph and the toughness r(G). In general, "(G) 
< n(G)12, since the

deletion of a set of cut vertices will leave at least 2 components. However, in claw-free graphs the deletion

of any minimal cut will result in precisely 2 components. This implies that if G is a claw-free graph, then



r(G): K(G)12. Therefore, in the class of claw-free graphs Conjecture 2.2 is equivalent to Conjecture 2.1.

Note that Bauer, Broersma, and Veldman showed in [6] that Conjecture 2.2 is not true in general, and in

fact showed the existence of non-hamiltonian graphs with r(G) :914.

A special proper subclass of claw-free graphs is the class of line graphs. Given a graph G, the line

graph L(G) of G is the graph whose vertices are the edges of G and two vertices in I(G) are adjacent if
the corresponding edges in G are incident. Any line graph I(G) is claw-free, since an edge e of G has only

two endvertices and so at most two edges incident to e can be independent in L(G).In [78] the following

conjecture was introduced by Thomassen.

Conjecture 2.3 (Thomassen 178]) Euery 4-connected line graph i,s hami,ltoni,an.

Clearly Conjecture 2.1 is at least as strong as Conjecture 2.3, since all line graphs are claw-free graphs.

However, we now know that these two conjectures are equivalent. This is a consequence ofa closure concept

for claw-free graphs introduced by Ryjricek in [73], which is similar in form and application to the closure

introduced by Bondy and Chv6tal in [12].

Let G be a claw-free graph. If a is a vertex of G, then the neighborhood l[(u) of o has independence

number 2. Thus, N(o) induces a connected graph or is the disjoint union of 2 complete components. If
N(u) is connected, then the "local closure" at T., is the graph obtained by replacing .lf(r) by a complete

graph with the same vertex set. Recursively doing this until every vertex of G has a neighborhood that is

either complete or the disjoint union of 2 complete graphs yields a graph cl(G), which is called the closure

of G. See Figure 2.7 for an example of a graph G in which the Ryj;idek closure cl(G) is the complete graph

and this closure is obtained by 2 local closures. The graph cl(G) is unique and it is claw-free. In [73]

Ryj6dek proved the following about cl(G), where c(G) denotes the circumference of G, the length of the

longest cycle in G, and p(G) denotes the length of the longest path in G.

Closure at z

Figure 2.1: Closure

Closure atu:cl(G)



Theorem 2.1 (Ryjr{eek [73]) Let G be a claw-free graph. Then

(i,) the closure cl(G) is well-defined,

(i,i,) there i,s a tri,angle-free graph H such that cl(G) : L(H), and

(i,tt) c(G): c(ct(G))

(;u) e(G) : p(ct(G)) (see [16]).

The closure concept is a powerful tool in studying the cycle structure of a claw-free graph, and an

immediate consequence of this closure concept is the determination of the circumference of a claw-free

graph can be reduced to determining the circumference of an appropriate line graph of a triangle-free

graph. In particular, this implies that Conjecture 2.1 is equivalent to Conjecture 2.3, and questions

concerning the hamiltonicity in claw-free graphs can be reduced to the smaller class of line graphs, and in

fact to line graphs of triangle-free graphs.

Cycles in line graphs have been studied extensively with one of the useful tools being a result of Harary

and Nash-Williams in [38], which gives a necessary and sufficient condition for hamiltonicity of the line

graph I(G) in terms of a dominating eulerian subgraph of the graph G. An eulerian subgraph I{ is one

that contains a closed trail using each edge of the graph 11 precisely one time, and it is d,ominati,ng if all.

edges of G are incident to an edge of ff.

Theorem 2,2 (Harary and Nash-Williams [88]) Iet G be a graph wi,th at least 3 edges. Then, L(G)

i,s hami,ltonian i,f and only i,f G has a d,omi,nati,ng euleri,an subgraph.

Using Theorem 2.2 and variations of the sarne concept for other hamiltonian properties, Zhan in [86]

proved the following hamiltonian result for line graphs. This was also done independently by Jackson [49].

Theorem 2.3 (Jackson and Zhan [49] and 186l) Euery 7-connected, li,ne graph i,s hami,ltoni,an.

An immediate consequence of Theorem 2.3 and the closure concept of Ryjr{Eek used in the proof of

Theorem 2.1 is that every 7-connected claw-free graph is hamiltonian. The gap between the strongest

result and the equivalent Conjectures 2.1 and 2.3 is the difference between the 7-connectivity that follows

from Theorem 2.3 and the 4-connectivity of Conjecture 2.1. The more general Conjecture 2.2 dealing with

toughness, which is also equivalent to Conjectures 2.1 and 2.3 in the class of line graphs, is not true for

general graphs. As was mentioned earlier Bauer et. al. exhibited graphs in 16] with toughness exceeding



2, in fact 9f 4, that are not hamiltonian. It is still not known if sufficiently large toughness implies the

existence of a hamiltonian cycle.

There are infinite families of 3-connected claw-free graphs that are not hamiltonian. In [66] a 3-

connected claw-free graph tr of order 20 is exhibited (see Figure 2.2) that is not hamiltonian. The graph tr

is obtained by starting with the Petersen graph P16, subdividing the edges of a perfect matching of P16 , and

then letting L : L(Pn). In [66] Matthews and Sumner also showed that the graph Z is the 3-connected

claw-free non-hamiltonian graph of smallest order.

Figure 2.2: L

More generally, the circumference c(G) of 3-connected claw-free graphs has been explored. The following

result by Jackson and Wormald in [52] gives a lower bound on the circumference of 3-connected K1,4-free

graphs in general and claw-free graphs in particular. Also, there are infinite families of examples obtained

by taking the inflations of appropriate 3-regular graphs (replacing a vertex by a triangle) that imply that

the Jackson-Wormald bound is of the correct order of magnitude, although the trest value of the constant

c is not known.

Theorem 2.4 (Jackson, Wormald [52]) Let G be a 3-connected, K1,4-free graph wi,th n uertices. Then

G contains a cycle of length at least nc where 6: (Iog2 6 *2log2(2d - l;;-t.

Inflations of appropriate 3-regular graphs, in pa,rticular the Petersen graph P16, gives examples of

graphs that have restrictions on the number of vertices that can be commonly on a cycle. This type of

result was investigated by Gy6ri and Plummer in [35] and they proved the following result.



Theorem 2.5 (Gy6ri and Plummer l35l) Let G be a |-connected, claw-free graph with a set S o! at
most9 uert'i,ces. Then G conta,ins a cycle that conta,ins att of the uertices of S.

This result in Theorem 2.5 is sharp. The graph P* in Figure 2.3, which is an inflation of p1s, substan-

tiates this, since there is no cycle that contains any set of 10 vertices that are chosen by selecting precisely

one vertex from each triangle. If such a cycle existed in P*, then Pro would be hamiltonian.

Figure 2.3: P*

The circumference of 2-connected claw-free graphs was investigated by Broersma et. al. in [18]. They
proved upper and lower bounds on c(G) using the relationship between the toughness and connectivity of
a superclass of claw-free graphs, namely K1,r-free $aphs for any fixed r ) B.

Theorem 2.6 (Broersma' Van den lleuvel, Jung, and Veldman [18]) If G i,s a p-connected, K1.,-

free graph on n uertices wi,th ci,rcumference c(G), then

c(G) > 4log"-1 @) - A: r r= .bg(n) - A,
log(r - rJ

where A is an aqtpropriate absolute constant.

In [18] there is a construction that shows that for every r ] 3, and sufficiently large n, there exists a

2-connected K1,r-free graph Hr,, on n vertices such that

,t^ l'#-a'log(n) +4 ifr)3,
c(H,,") < <

IBlos(n+6) -8log(B) -2 ifr:3.
Hence, the order of magnitude of the lower bound in Theorem2.6 is best possible.

Related to Conjecture 2.1of Matthews and Sumner is the following question of Jackson and Wormald

in [52].



Question 2.1 (Jackson and Wormald l52l) For r ) 4, 'is euery r-connected K1,,-free graph hamtlto-

n'ian.

It is not known if sufficiently large connectivity implies that a K1,r-free graph is hamiltonian for r 2 4.

CYCLES II{ PLA]\AR GRAPHS

AII planar graphs are at most 5-connected, since the average degree in a planar graphs is less than 6.

However, connectivity has a substantiai impact on the size of cycles in planar graphs. The following result

of Tutte in [79] gives a sufficient condition in terms of connectivity for a planar graph to be hamiltonian.

Theorem 3.1 (T\rtte l79l) Euery 4-connected planar graph is hamilton'ian.

Planar graphs that are 3-connected are not necessarily hamiitonian. Non-hamiltonian examples of 3-

connected cubic planar graphs of order 38 are exhibited by Holton and McKay in [43]. They show that

all 3-connected cubic graphs with at most 36 vertices are hamiltonian, and Figure 3.1 exhibits the 6 non-

hamiltonian 3-connected cubic planar graphs of order 38 that are not cyclically 4-connected. A graph is

cycli,cally k-connected if there is no cut set with less than k vertices with each component containing a

cycle, so cyclically 3-connected cubic graphs are those with no nontrivial cutsets.

At each labeled vertex place a copy of graph 11

Figure 3.1: 6 non-hamiltonian graphs of order 36

It is not even true in general that a 3-connected planar graph G of order n will have a cycle of length

for a positive number €. By successively inserting a vertex of degree 3 inside each face of a planar



graph starting with a 3-connected planar graph such as K4, Moon and Moser in [70] exhibited 3-connected

planar graphs with a circumference of at most nd for d,: Iog32. In fact, the graphs of Moon and Moser

are triangulations, so this kind of example cannot be improved. They also conjectured that if G is a

3-connected planar graph on n vertices, then c(G) : O(nlosrz;. A series of lower bounds for c(G) of a

3-connected planar graph G have been given. Barnette in [7] showed that c(G) > \/[igr", Ctark in [22]

improved this bound to "@, ancl Jackson and Wormald verified in [51] that c(G) ) cynd for some

positive constant c1 and for d : .207248898. In addition, Gao and Yu in [32] improved the lower bound

for c(G) to c2n0'4 for some positive number c2, and extended the result to not just planar graphs but all

graphs embeddable in the projective plane, the torus, or the Klein bottle. Finally, Chen and Yu in [20]

verified the conjecture of Moon and Moser with the following result.

Theorem 3.2 (Chen and Yu l2O)) Let G be a 3-connected graph with n uert,ices that is embetl,tl,able in

the sphere, the projectiue plane, the torus, or the Klein bottle. Then c(G):0(nlosrz;.

The complete bipartite graph K2,n is planar, 2-connected. and all cycles have length 4, and so 2-

connectivity does not imply the existence of long cycles in planar graphs. If other parameters are considered,

such as the toughness, then more can be said about the cilcumference. Note that the toughness of K2,n is

2 f n and this approaches 0 as ?z -+ cc. If a bound is placed on the number of components after the deletion

of a cutset with 2 vertices, more can be said about the length of longest cycles. The next result of Bcihme

et. al. in [15] gives a lower bound on c(G) for a 2-connected planar graph G in terms of the toughness

,(G).

Theorem 3.3 (B6hme, Broersrna, and Veldman [15]) # G i,s a 2-connected planar graph with

bounded, touQhness, then c(G) ) dlogn for some constant d d,eytending on r(G).

Other conditions, like restrictions on the maxirnum degree will imply the existence of longer cycles,

since the diameter of the graph will be a function of the order, and each pair of vertices of a 2-connected

graph is contained on a cycle.

CYCLtrS IN BIPARTITE GRAPHS

It is generally accepted that the same degree and connectivity conditions applied to a bipartite graph, as

compared to a general graph, will give longer cycles, and in fact in many cases cycles approximately twice

as long will be implied. Examples of this type of result will be described. Let B(a,b, k) denote a bipartite



graph with parts having a) 2,,b> k> 2 vertices and with the minimum degree of the vertices in the "o"

part being k. h la7) Jackson proved the following.

Theorem 4.L (Jackson [47])

(i,) If agraphB(a,b,k) sati,sfiesa<k and,b,<2k-2,thentherei,sacycleof length2a.

(i,i,) If agraphB(a,,b,k)sati,sfiesb<lalft-1)l(k-7),thentherei,sacycleof lengthatleast2k.

In the previous theorem no connectivity condition is assumed, and the result is sharp, since an obvious

1-connected bipartite graph will give this. In a general graph with no restrictions on the connectivity, a

minimum degree of k implies only a cycle of length at least k + L.

If the bipartite graph is assumed to be 2-connected, then more can be said. Let B(a,b,k,l) denote

a bipartite graph with parts having a and b vertices and with corresponding minimum degrees k and l.

respectively. For 2-connected graphs Jackson proved the following in [a8].

Theorem 4.2 (Jackson [48])

(i) If B(a,b,k,k) is 2-connected, then there'i,s a cycle of length at least 2min{a, b,zk -2}.

(i,i,) UagraphB(a,b,k,l)withaSbi,s2-connected,,thenthere'isacycleof lengthatleast2min{b,k*

{.-1,2k-2}.

(iii) If a graph B(a,a,k,k) i,s2-connected, then there i,s a cycle of length at least 2min{a,2k -1,}.

The third part of Theorem 4.2 gives that a 2-connected balanced bipartite graph with minimum degree

k will either be hamiltonian or have a cycle of length at least 4k - 2. This is approximately twice what is

true in the class of general graphs.

5 CYCLES IN REGULAR GRAPHS

As noted earlier a classical result of Dirac ([23]) implies that a 2-connected graph of order n with minimum

degree d will have a cycle of length at least min{2d, n}, and the length of the cycle is best possible. An

immediate consequence of this is that if G is a graph of order n with d(G) > nf2,then G is hamiltonian.

In the class ofregular graphs this result was strengthened by Jackson in [46].

Theorem 5.1 (Jackson [46]) If G is a 2-connected, r-regular graph oJ order n wi,th r 2 nl\, then G i,s

hamiltoni,an.

t0



The Petersen graph Pro is a 3-regular graph of order 10 that is not hamiltonian, and this graph is an

example that shows that Theorem 5.1 cannot be improved. However, Pro is the only such graph. It was

shown by Y. Zhu et. al. in [Ba] that all 2-connected r-regular graphs of order 3r * 1 are hamiltonian except

for P16, and a simpler proof of the same result was given by Bondy and Kouider in [13]. AIso, Y. Zhu et.al.

in [85] showed for r ) 6, any 2-connected r-regular graph on at most 3r * 3 vertices is hamiltonian. It

was conjectured by Hd,ggkvist (see [46]) that for r ) 4, any 3-connected r-regular graph of order at most

4k is hamiltonian. Jackson et. al. in [50] provided some support for this conjecture by showing that if G

is a 3-connected graph of order at most 4r that is r-regular for r ) 63, then every longest cycle in G is

dominating.

The more generai result of Dirac has an analogue for regular graphs that was proved by Jung in [55]

and Fan in [30].

Theorem 5.2 (Jung [trtr], tr'an [30]) # G i,s a 3-connected r-regular graph of order n, then c(G) >

min{3r, n }.

In this same vein the following result for 4-connected regular graphs was proved by Aung in [ ].

Theorem 5.3 (Aung l4l) If G i,s a -connectedr-regular graph of ordern, thenc(G) ) min{4r -A,$@+
3r - 2)j.

In the class of claw-free graphs regularity also plays a strong role and forces the circumference to be

larger. MingChu Li considered regular 2-connected claw-free graphs in [62] and proved the following.

Theorem 5.4 (Li 162l) If G i,s a 2-connected claw-free r-regular graph of order n, then c(G) ) min{4r -
2,r\.

The previous results are of the same nature of a more general conjecture made by Bondy in [10].

ConjectureS.l (Bondy [fO]) If G is a2-connectedd-regular graph of ordern{rdwi,thr) 3 an

integer and, n suffici,ently large, then 
"(G) 

> 2nl(r - 1).

This conjecture is motivated by the following examples. For integers d ) 3 and r < d - 3, consider the

graph H : Kz + ((r + I)Ka+t). There is a spanning subgraph G of 11 that is 2-connected, d-regular, of

ordern:(r*1)(d+I)+2,andwith c(G):2d+2:2nl?-1)+2(r-3)l@-1). Thefbllowingresultof

Wei in [82] verifies Conjecture 5.1 when r is an integer and shows that the previous examples are maximal.

It was noted in [82] that if r is not an integer, then the conjecture is not true for some small values of r.

11



TheoremS.S(Wei[82])#Gi,sa2-connectedd-regulargraphofordern{rdwithr)San,integer

and n suffici,ently large, then 
"(G) > 2nl(r - 1) + 2(r - 3) l(r - l).

An upper bound on the length oflongest cycles in r-regular and r-connected graphs has been explored

for many years. G.H.J. Meredith in [69] constructed the first family of non-hamiltonian r-connected r-

regular graph for r ) 3. This same class was studied by Brad Jackson and T. D Parsons in [53], where

they proved the following upper bound on the circumference.

Theorem 5.6 (Jackson and Parsons [53]) for r ] 3 there i,s a posi,t,i,ue e : €(r) 1L such that for n

suffici,ently large, there'is anr-connectedr-regular graph of order n wi,th ci,rcumference less thannu.

There is a wide gap between the best upper bounds (n'('); and the lower bounds (linear in r) for the

circumference of an r-connected and r-regular graph of order n.

For the special class of graphs that are the intersection of planar, regular, and bipartite classes, there

is an interesting conjecture by Barnette in [8] thai is still open.

Conjecture 5.2 (Barnette l8]) Euery \-connected, cubi,c bi,parti,te planar graph is hami,ltoni,an.

The conjecture is known to be true for graphs with at most 64 vertices (1420. The conjecture has also

been verified for infinite classes of graphs. For example, Goodey ([33]) showed that 3-connected planar

bipartite graphs with only faces that are squares or hexagons are hamiltonian. This was generalized by

Feder and Subi ([3t]) to include the larger class of graphs that when the faces are 3-colored, two of the

color classes contain only squares and hexagons and each face in the third class is surrounded by an even

number of squares.

6 CYCLABILITY OF REGULAR GRAPHS

The classical result of Dirac (Theorem 1.1) implies that in a k-connected graph any set of k vertices are on

a common cycle. It is natural to ask if adding a regularity condition will increase the number of vertices

that are in a common cycle. That is the motivation for the following definition.

Definition 6.L For i,ntegers r ) k ) 2, let g(k,r) denote the largest integer m such that any collecti,on of

m uert'ices 'in an r-regular k-connected, graph ,is contai,ned ,in a common cycle.

Thecase r:k:2 is trival, sinceanysuchgraphishamiltonian. For r ) k:2,it isnot difficult

to show that g(k,r) : 2, and in fact in Holton and Plummer in [45] describe classes of examples that

L2



imply this. See Figure 6.1 for examples that verify that g(2,2) : g(2,4) : Z and give the pattern for more
general classes of examples that imply g(z,k) :2 for k > Z.

g(2,3) :2 g(2,4) :2
Figure 6.1: Cyclability for 2-connected regular graphs

In the remainder of this section we will just consider the cases k ) B. The most difficult case in
determining g(k,r) is when r : k. It was proved independently by Holton in [89] and Kelmans and

Lomonosov in [58] that g(k,k) >- k * 4 for k > 3. It is most unlikely that this lower bound is the correct

bound, and in fact it is known that it is not correct for k:3, which has been shown to be 9. For k even,

McCuaig and Rosenfeld in [67] exhibited examples that implied that g(k, k) < 6k - 4 for k: 0 (mod 4)

and g(k'k) < Sk - 5 for k:2 (mod 4). This improved the general upper bound of g(k,k) < IOk - 11 of
Meredith in [69] when k is even.

When r ) k, much more is know about the function g(k,r).For k odd Holton proved that g(k,k+ 1) >
k+2 in [39], and this was also proved but not published by Kehnans and Lomonosov. No reasonable linear
upper bounds fot g(k,k + 1) when k is odd are known, since the proof of the upper bound given in [45] has

a gap that has not been repaired. In [39] examples were described that imply g(k,r) < k + 1 for k even

and r } k + 1 or if k is odd and r > k *2.
The special case of3-regular and 3-connected graphs has received considerable attention. The petersen

graph Pro is 3-regular and 3-connected but is not hamiltonian. Thus, g(3,3) ( g. There are arbitrarily
large 3-connected 3-regular graphs obtained from Pro by inflating vertices, which have 10 vertices that are

not on a common cycle. With this background, Holton et. al. in laLl proved the following lower bound for

e(3,3).

Theorem 6.L (Holton, McKay, Plummer, and Thomassen l44l) Il G is a B-connected, cub,ic graph,

then there ,is a cycle contai,n,ing any speci,fied, set of g uertices.

Shortly after the appearance of Theorem 6.1 it was shown by Eliingham, Holton and Little in [25] that
any set of 10 vertices in a 3-connected 3-regular graph G is contained in a common cycle unless the graph

G can be contracted to a P1e. Also in [25] as well as in [40] the related questions of including specified
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vertices but excluding specified edges was considered. In [1] Aldred considered placing specified vertices

on paths, where he showed that if ,S is a set of at most 13 vertices in a 3-connected 3-regular graph G,

then there is a path containing the set ,9.

If the condition of planarity is added, then more can be proved. Aldred, Bau, Holton, and McKay

proved the following in [2].

Theorem 6.2 (Aldred, Bau, Holton, and McKay l2l) Il G i,s a 3-connected cub,ic planar graph and

S is any set of at most 23 uert'ices of G, then there is a cycle contai,ni,ng S ,

The conditions in Theorem 6.2 are sharp, since Holton exhibited in [a1] an example of a 3-connected

cubic planar graph with a set of 24 vertices that are not contained in any cycle of the graph.

In general the only open questions invoiving the values of g(k,r) are for k ) 4 and when r : k or when

r:k+landkisodd.Thefollowingresultsummarizeswhatisknowaboutg(k,r) fork>3.

Theorem 6.3 For r ) k ) 3 the bounds on g(k,r) are the followi,ng:

(i,) e(3, 3) : e

(ii) k+4<s(k,k) <6k-4 ilk:a (mad,4)

(i,,ii) k + 4 < s(k,k) < Bk - 5 il k : 2 (mod 4)

(*) k +4< s(k,k) < 10k - 11 Lf k> 5 is od,d

(r) k+2<s(k,k+7) ifki,sodd

(ui) g(k,r):1x ,f (r>k+2) or(r:k+lwithkeuen).

The function g(k, r) deals with the existence of cycles containing specified vertices, but is not concerned

with the length of the cycle containing the set of vertices. This question was addressed by Saito in 174],

where the following was proved.

Theorem 6.4 (Saito lT l) Let G be a k-connected graph of orrler at least 2k wi,th ci,rcumJerence l. Then,

(i,) for any set of m 1k uert'ices of G, there'is a cycle of length at least ((k-m)lk)(.+2m conta,ining

the m uert'ices,

(i,i,) for any set of k uerti,ces of G, there is a cycle of tength at least (1,13k){. +?& *2) contai,ning the k

uert'ices, i,f G i,s k-regular, and

(i,i,i,) fork:SandanysetofSuerti,cesof G,therei,sacycleof lengthatleast(ll4)+Scontainingallof

them, i,f G i,s planar.
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ORDERED GRAPHS

Fro a positive integer k, a graph G isk-orderediffor every ordered set {*r,*2,...,rk} ofk distinct vertices

of G, there exists a cycle that encounters the vertices in the designated order. This concept, which is

stronger than the cyclability condition of the previous section, was introduced by Ng and Schultz in [72].

It is natural to ask what "connectivity" conditions imply k-ordered. The concept of k-orderecl is related

to several other "connectivity" properties, in particular to linkage. A graph G is k-ti,nked if given any

collectionof kpairsof vertices L: {{*t,yt} : 1( i,<k}, therearekvertexdisjointpaths (except

possibly for endvertices) P2 (1 < , ( k) such that P, is a path from ri to yi.

Clearly k-linked implies k-ordered, since given an ordered ,k-set ,9 : {rt, fr2t . . . , rp} in a ,k-linked graph,

the set of ,k paths associated with consecutive pairs of vertices in,9 with r1 considered as following 16 form

a cycle that contains the set ,9 in the proper order. Also. 2,k-ordered implies k-linkage, since if a set of

vertices Szk: {rr,yr)tr2)y2)"',rk,ylr} are placed in order on a cycle C, there is a collection of k vertex

disjointsubpathsof the cycleC betweenthepairs {ri,Ai} for (1 < i<k).
It has been known for some time that sufficient connectivity would imply linkage. Independently, Jung

in [5a] and Larman and Mani in [60] proved that if a graph G is 2k-connected and contains a subdivision

of a K31,, then G is k-linked. This fact along with the result of Mader in [65] that if d(G) > 2(;). then

G contains a subdivisionof Kr, gives an upper bound of 2(T) on the connectivity that implies,k-linkage.

However, a much sharper bound was proved by Bollob6s and Thomason in fg].

Theorem 7.1 [9] If G i,s a graph with n(G) > 22k, th.en G is k-linked.

It is very likely that the connectivity needed to impiy fo-linkage is significantly less than22k. Consider

the example F1 : K*-r - (kKz), which appears in Figure 7.1. The "dotted" edges represent missing

edges of F1. The graph -P1 is not k-linked. because if the k pairs {(z;,yi) ; 1 ( i < k} associated with

the k missing edges of F1 are selected. there is an insufficient number of additional vertices to form the

required k paths. Since i;(F1) :3k - 3, this leads to the following question.

Question 7.L For k ) 3, if n(G) > 3k - 2, then i,s G k-linked?

There is a corresponding graph and question for k-ordered graphs. Consider the example F2 : Kz*_t -
(C6) which appears in Figure 7.2. Ir{ote that rc(F2) :2k - 4 and it is not k-ordered, because if the set df

k vertices on the "missing" cycle are chosen in the natural order, then it is not possible to choose a cycle

C in F2 that contains this set of vertices. This leads to the following question.
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K*-t - kKz

Figure 7.t: F1

Question 7.2 For k ) 4, i,f n(G) > 2k - 3, then i,s G k-ordered,?

Figure 7.2: F2

In [54] Jung gave an upper bound for the connectivity need to imply 2-linked.

Theorem 7.2 [54] If n(G) ) 6, then G i,s 2-li,nked,.

The previous result is sharp. The graph F3 in Figure 7.3 is a 5-regular 5-connected planar graphs that

are not 2-linked, since there is no linkage for the pairs {r1,13} and {*2,*+}.Also, the 5-connected graph

F3 in Figure 7.3 is not 4-ordered, since there is no cycle containing the ordered set {r1, frstfiz,ra}. Little

is known about the minimal connectivity that implies 4-ordered, but it is natural to ask the following

specialized question.

Question 7.3 If G i,s a 6-connected, graph, i,s G 4-ordered?

The complete graph K2p is k-linked and n(K2a) :2k - 1. Any graph G with K(G) < Zk - Z cannot

be k-linked, since if the collection of k-pairs contains the minimum cutset ,9 and the two vertices of some

pair are in different components of G - ,S, then there cannot be the path system required for k-linkage.

Thus &-linkage implies (2k - 1)-connected. For the same reason, k-ordered implies (k - 1)-connected,

and the graph K6 is k-ordered with "(Kx) - k - 1. Recall that the graph f'2 is not k-ordered, but it is
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Figure 7.3: Fs

(,k - l)-linked. Also, for n ) 2k and k even the complete bipartite $aph Kk,n-k is k-orderable, but it is

not (kl2 * 1)-tinked. We summarize the knourn results about the relationship between linkage, ordered,

and connectivity in the following theorem.

Theorem 7.3 For k > 3,

(1) k-linked + (2k - 1) -connected,but /c-linked # (2k) -connected.
(2) k-ordered + (k - 1) -connected,but k-ordered # (k) -connected..
(3) k-linked a lx -ordered,but k-linked # (k+1) -ordered.
(/r) k-ordered + Lk12) -iinked,but k-ordered # (Lk/z) +1) -linked.
(5) (22k) - connected a lx -linked,but (3k-3) -connected# (,k) -linked.
(6) (22k) - connected a lq - ordered,but (2k - 4) - connected# (k) - ordered.

It would be of interest to know the sharpest relationships between linkage, ordered, and connectivity.

8 NUMBER OF CYCLES

The minimum number of different cycle lengths that any &-connected must have is not difficult to determine.

The complete graph K7r11 is &-connected and has only k - 1 different cycle lengths. AIso, the complete

bipartite graph Kk,n-k for n ) 2k is k-connected but also has only k - 1 diflerent cycle lengths, namely

4,6,"',2k. It is easy to see that any non-complete /c-connected graph G will have at least & - 1 different

cycles lengths. Take a longest path P in G and consid.er an endvertex r of P. There will be at least

k - 1 chords of P emanating from r, and each chord will give a different cycle length. Thus k-connectivity

implies k - 1 different cycle lengths, and this bound is sharp.
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Counting the number of difference cycles, allowing for a duplication in length, is a much more difficult

problem. Let c"(k) denote the maximum number rn such that every k-connected graph of order n will

have at least rn different cycles. The function c"(lt) was investigated by Knor in [59]. By considering trees,

cycles, wheels, and the complete bipartite graphs Kk,n-k for n ) k, it follows immediately that cr(1) : 0,

c"(2) :1, cr(3) : O(n2), and c"(k) : O(nk) if k > 4. The subclass of k-connected graphs with minimum

degree d } k was also investigated. Let cn(k,d) denote the corresponding maximum number rn such that

every k-connected graph with minimum degree d and order n will have at least rn different cycles. The

following was proved by Knor in [59].

Theorem 8.1 (Knor [59])

(ii,)

c,(3) : O(r').

c,(2,6):@(n2)rf6>3.

(i,i,i) c"(3,d) : @(n3) if 6 > 5.

It is conjectured in [59] that if some regularity restraints are placed on k-connected graphs with mini-

mum degree 6 > k, such as a bound on the maximum degree, then the number of cycles will be O(nk) for

k>2.

For cubic graphs more can be said about the number of cycles. In [5] Barefoot et. al. showed that

every 2-connected cubic graph of order n will have at least (n2 +14)18 cycles, and this bound is sharp.

They also conjectured that if the cubic graph is 3-connected then the number of cycles will be at least

superpolynomial in n and for some graphs it will be subexponential in n. This was verified by Aldred and

Thomassen in [3], where they showed that every 3-connected cubic graph of order n has at least 2'o 
t7

cycles and one cannot be assured as many as 2'o'nt cycles. This implies the minimum number of different

cycle lengths in 3-connected cubic graphs is not bounded, as it is for general 3-connected graphs, but it is

in fact a function of the order n of the graph.

RETATIVE LENGTH OF PATHS AND CYCLES

It is natural to expect that long paths in a graph G will imply Iong cycles if the graph G is at least

2-connected. In order to express the relationship between the longest path in a graph and the longest

cycle, let [.p(p) be the largest integer rn such that any k-connected graph G that has a path of length p also

contains a cycle of length at least m.In the classical paper [23] Dirac studied this relation for 2-connected

(i)
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graphs and proved that L2(yt) > 2{e. This result was proved

of examples illustrated by the specific example in Figure g.1

improved for 2-connected graphs.

independently by Voss in [80]. The family

verifies that the result of Dirac cannot be

c(G) :12 P(G) :36

Figure 9.1: G: c(G) :21/e@

Later Bondy and Locke considered 3-connected graphs in [14] and proved that

? *, s tsb) <P, + o(p*),

where a : logs 2. They also considered the relative length of longest paths and cycles in 3-connected 3-

regular graphs' Let {f,(1t) denote the number corresponding to t*(p), when only k-connected and k-regular
graphs are considered. For this class of graphs it was shovrn in [14] that

2n 7n

T*2<{i@<f*3.
The lower bound proofs in both of the previous results use the concept of ,,vines,,, which is a series of
overlapping paths (normally just edges) attached to a fixed path. The graph G in Figure g.1 is an example

of a vine. The upper bound tor {$(p) results from the class of graphs illustrated by the graph f,5 in Figure
9'2, which comes from the Petersen graph Pro. In general, F- has a hamiltonian path of length gm * l,
but there is no cycle longer thar-Tm*2.

Figure 9.2: F5: p(Fs) :4L,c(F5) :37

Also in [14] Bondy and Locke gave a general upper bound by proving that

t*(d aF4n+o(r).k- L

Then, Locke in [61] generalized the previous results by showing that

{*(p)<'z#{.
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Bondy and Locke also made the following conjecture in [14].

Conjecture 9.1 (Bondy and Locke fl.fl) There etists a sequence of constants cstc4,...,ck,... such

that limlra*ck: I and la(p) ) cnp for all k and p.

10 INTERSECTION OF LONGEST CYCLES

If C and C* are two cycles of maximum length in a 2-connected graph G, then these cycles will share

at least 2 vertices. This is easy to seel for example, assume the cycles are vertex disjoint. Since G is

2-connected, there are 2 vertex disjoint paths P and P* between the cycles C and C*. Using the paths P

and P* along with appropriate longest subpaths of C and C* between the endvertices of the paths P and

P* on the cycles, a longer cycle can be shown to exist. This yields a contradiction. The same argument

also applies if the cycles share precisely one vertex. This is the 2-connected case of a conjecture that is

attributed to Scott Smith in a paper of Griitschel in [36].

Conjecture 10.1 (Smith [36]) /n a k-rcnnected graph for k ) 2, any two longest cycles ,i,ntersect i,n at

least k uert'i,ces.

The conjecture cannot be improved, since the longest cycles in the graph K* * Kn-n are of length

2k, and for n ) 3k some pairs of longest cycles will intersect in just k vertices. The results in [36] imply

that Conjecture 10.1 is valid for k ( 5, and a comment is made in that paper that the conjecture has

been verified for k < 10. The cases k : 6,7 are verified by Stewart and Thompson in [76]. S. Burr and

T. Zamfirescu verified in an unpublished manuscript that if G is a k-connected graph then every pair of

longest cycles meet in at least t/E - t vertices. This bound was improved by Chen et. al in [f 
g] by showing

that anytwo longest cycles intersect inat least cles/5 vertices, where c:116/256+3)3/5. Conjecture 10.1

of Smith was recently verified in a paper by Tan and Tang in 177), although some mathematicians have

questioned whether this proof is valid.

Theorem 10.1- (Tan and Tang l77l) Il G i,s a k-connected graph for k > 2, then any two longest cycles

'intersect i,n at least k uert,ices and thei,r ,intersect,ion 'i,s a cut set of G.

There are many interesting questions to explore involving the relationship between cycles and paths in

graphs and the connectivity of the graph. Some areas of investigations have been outlined, some substantive

results have been stated, and many open questions have been posed. For more detailed discussions of results
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on paths and cycles see a chapter by Bondy in the "Handbook of Combinatorics" (see [11]), and survey

articles by Faudree, Flandrin, and Ryj:idek in [29] on claw-free graphs, Gould in [34] on cycles in graphs,

and Broersma and Ryjdcek in [17] on closure concepts.
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